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K.C. COLWELL
The “effi cient” 3-series doesn’t 
need to be this powerful. But you 
won’t hear me complaining about 
the invigorating thrust, only the 
lack of a manual transmission. 
Americans like powerful engines. 
Kudos to BMW for giving 
Americans what it thinks we want 
instead of what it knows we need. 
Soon enough, the U.S. customer 
will require a smaller, more 
effi cient diesel. But until then, I will 
enjoy every moment of the bolt-
shearing torque provided by the 
sledgehammer of BMW diesels. 

DAVE VANDERWERP
These red-blooded pages have 
routinely suggested that more 
power is unequivocally better. 
But for me, the 335d is orbiting 
awfully close to excessive. There’s 
so much torque that the manual-
transmission option was ditched. 
Toeing into the throttle in a wet 
parking lot results in socially 
unacceptable levels of wheelspin. 
And 425 pound-feet of torque is 
not your friend in a snowstorm. 
The 335d is the smoothest, most 
responsive, and quickest diesel 
vehicle I’ve ever driven. It’s also 
entirely too much.

COUNTERPOINT

in the 3-series lineup. 
The 335d’s torque generator is a turbo-

charged and intercooled, DOHC 24-valve 
3.0-liter all-aluminum inline-six. We’ve 
seen this engine in the Euro-spec 330d 
[September 2006]. That version of the 
engine, still in the BMW inventory, got 
its boost from a variable-geometry Gar-
rett turbo, churning up 228 horsepower 
and 369 pound-feet of torque. Not bad, and 
thriftier, too: 44 mpg on the Euro combined 
cycle, 38 mpg in our test. (Our 335d logged 
28 mpg.)

Nevertheless, when you’re dissecting 
traf�c in a 3800-pound sedan (diesels are 
invariably heavier than their gasoline 
counterparts), you want as many pound-
feet as you can muster. The 335 version 
of the engine gets its extra thrust via 
a BorgWarner sequential twin-turbo 
arrangement. The word twin is mislead-
ing because the two turbos are di�erent 
sizes. The smaller one begins delivering 
boost almost off idle but maxes quickly, 
at about 2000 rpm, whereupon its bigger 
companion is spooled up.

The system’s maximum boost is 26.8 
psi, compared with 22.6 for the variable-

geometry version, and of course the output 
is significantly higher: 425 pound-feet max, 
over a curve that’s as �at as Mount Clem-
ens, Michigan (which is exactly as moun-
tainous as a billiard table)—80 percent 
of the engine’s prodigious production of 
pound-feet twisting away anywhere from 
1100 rpm to 4200 rpm. 

And let us not forget the more widely 
understood power rating. Like all diesels, 
this engine’s strong suit is torque, but 
there’s respectable horsepower, too—265, 
compared with 300 for the 335i. That’s not 
much of a di�erence, but the character of 
the two engines is as di�erent as Jekyll 
is from Hyde. The 335i’s 3.0-liter turbo 
six is at its best operating near its 5800-
rpm power peak. The diesel’s horsepower 
peak, in contrast, is 4200 rpm. Above that, 
it quickly runs out of wind.

While the 335i affords two transmission 
choices—a six-speed automatic and a six-
speed manual (standard)—the 335d comes 
with a six-speed auto, period. And in base 
form, it’s a conventional automatic—no 
steering-wheel shift buttons or paddles. 
It does allow the driver to make manual 
selections with the shift lever, but that isn’t 

UREA FACTOR
Urea fl uid helps the 335d 
meet 50-state emissions.
Filler ports (above) are in 
the le�  rear bumper.
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BMW 335dROAD TEST

328i: 960,000
335i: 193,333

MILES TO BREAK EVEN WITH 335d

52


